The Science Behind Protein and Satiety
A Closer Look at the All-Natural, High-Quality Protein Found in Eggs

Fill up and not out!
Research suggests that high-quality protein foods, such as eggs, keep appetites satisfied longer, aid in weight
management and fat loss and help to preserve lean muscle mass.
Eggs are all-natural and provide one of the highest quality proteins of any food available. In fact, the quality of
egg protein is so high that scientists historically have used eggs as the standard for measuring the protein
quality of other foods.
One egg provides more than six grams of protein, or 13 percent of the Daily Value (DV) or Daily Reference
Value (DRV). While many people think the egg white has all the protein, the yolk actually provides nearly half
of the protein content.

The research says…


Lose more weight: Eating eggs for breakfast as part of a reduced-calorie diet helped overweight dieters
lose 65 percent more weight, lower their Body Mass Index (BMI) by 61 percent and feel more energetic
than dieters who ate a bagel breakfast of equal calories.1



Eat fewer calories: Enjoying eggs for breakfast helped overweight adults feel fuller and consume an
average of 330 fewer calories throughout the day than adults who ate a bagel-based breakfast with the
same number of calories.2



Feel less hungry: Men who ate 25 percent more than the recommended allowance for protein reported
less hunger and desire to eat than those who ate less protein.3 In another study, adults who increased their
intake of dietary protein from 15 percent of calories to 30 percent decreased their overall intake of calories
and reported less hunger than those who did not.4 Research also reveals that eating a calorie-restricted
diet, with additional protein at breakfast from eggs and lean Canadian bacon, results in an increased
feeling of fullness throughout the day.5



Lose more fat: Eating more high-quality protein (found in eggs, low-fat dairy and lean meats) and
decreasing intake of carbohydrates is an effective way to increase fat loss and preserve muscle tissue
during weight loss. A study of healthy adults found that high-protein meals may increase energy
expenditure and fat oxidation in individuals with higher body fat. 6



Suppress hunger: A study of healthy men found that eating a breakfast of either a whole egg or egg yolk
helped slow the rate at which food leaves the stomach and increased the levels of two hormones that act
as hunger suppressants.7



Improve health profile: Women who consumed higher amounts of protein from foods such as eggs, meat
and milk lost slightly more weight, felt fuller, had better plasma cholesterol profiles and had better blood
glucose levels than a group of women who consumed the same number of calories on a high-carbohydrate
diet.8
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Maintain better blood sugar levels: High-quality protein, as found in eggs, low-fat dairy and lean meats,
helps stabilize blood glucose levels.9 A study of healthy adults found that eating a breakfast containing egg
protein resulted in lower insulin responses and better maintenance of blood sugar levels than eating an
otherwise identical breakfast containing ham protein.10



Weight maintenance: Following weight loss, adults who consumed diets higher in protein were better able
to manage their weights than adults on a lower protein diet. In fact, the group that consumed a diet with 18
percent of total calories from protein had smaller waist circumferences and less weight regain.11



Maintain muscle mass: A study of older men and women found that those who ate the most protein lost
approximately 40 percent less muscle mass over three years than those who ate the least protein.
Inadequate dietary protein contributes to age-related muscle loss, also called sarcopenia, and may lead to
the inability to perform day-to-day tasks and a greater risk of mortality.12
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